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**Skeleton of the Ideas**

- **STARTING ASSUMPTIONS**
  - REALIST assumption about causation, or "causal oomph" [refs B, E]
  - PHYSICALIST & PROCESSUALIST assumptions about phenomenal consciousness
- **PESA assumptions**
  - Pre-Reflective Self-Awareness (PHYSICALIST)
  - Pre-Causation (processualist)
- **The MAIN ARGUMENTS**
  - The "self" in the PESA of conscious processes is just that process itself, and can be sub-personal and immaterial.
  - Meta-causation in CONSCIOUSNESS.
  - The PESA Assumption in its simplest form is a causal reaction to causation.
  - CAUSATION in this work does NOT mean "causal relations" applying to two or three, or four, time-separated events, facts, etc.
- **THE DUNGEON**
  - EXPLORE/EXPLORATION of relationships to MEAT PHYSICS OF TIME
  - "Meta-causation" in general
  - MEAT PHYSICS OF TIME
  - CAUSATION in this work
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**Notes:** This poster extends previous work reported in refs A. For the causal-power aspect, and me: not explicit in this poster.